All clients of accommodation facilities
SFA CTU in Prague

Instruction from the Director No. 11/2021
laying adjust the rules for entering to accommodation and staying at the SFA CTU dormitories in the academic year 2021/22 and for the following stay at the CTU dormitories

Article 1
Subject Matter

This Instruction is issued in connection with an extraordinary measure of the Ministry of Health No.: MZDR 14600/2021-20/MIN/KAN, which it shall order in accordance with § 69 par. 1 let. i) and par. 2 of Act No. 258/2000 Coll. to protect the population and prevent the risk of the emergence and spread of COVID-19 disease caused by the new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 shall order emergency measures for the accommodation university facilities.

Article 2
Obligations of clients for entering the accommodation facilities of SFA CTU in Prague

(1) SFA CTU in Prague (hereinafter „SFA“) will provide clients with accommodation in its accommodation facilities only on condition that upon entering the accommodation facility they prove itself that
   a) have underwent a laboratory confirmed antigen test for SARS-CoV-2 with a negative result no later than 24 hours ago, or
   b) have underwent a negative RT-PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 with a negative result no later than 72 hours, or
   c) have been vaccinated against COVID-19, at least 14 days after the last dose and prove evidenced by an EU national certificate or an EU COVID digital certificate, or
   d) have undergone laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 disease, the isolation period has elapsed and no more than 180 days have elapsed.

(2) The SFA clients are obliged to prove the facts according to point 1 before the start of accommodation in the SFA accommodation facility and thereafter every 7 days if the test results according to point 1, par. a) and b) are submitted.

(3) Clients are obliged to prove the facts according to point 1 by uploading the given confirmation to ISKAM4 (the methodology is given at www.suz.cvut.cz).
Article 3
Obligations of clients before entering SFA accommodation facilities coming from abroad

(1) For arrival from a country with a risk of COVID-19 infection it is necessary to follow the instructions "Arrivals from Abroad" which are published on the SFA website at https://www.suz.cvut.cz/en/ and to comply with the current protection measures setting the conditions for entry into the territory of the Czech Republic at https://koronavirus.mzcr.cz/en.

Article 4
Obligations of clients during their stay in accommodation facilities SFA

(1) When staying in SÚZ accommodation facilities, accommodated clients are obliged to comply with the set security "Rules for Accommodation at the CTU Dormitory" against the spread of COVID-19, which are published at https://www.suz.cvut.cz.

(2) In the event of non-compliance with the rules against the dissemination of COVID-19 in accordance with this Instruction, it will proceed with immediate provider from the accommodation agreement.

Article 5
Effectiveness

This instruction shall become valid on the day of issue.

Bc. Michal Vodička
Director of SFA CTU in Prague